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This paper studies a multistage stochastic programming (SP) model for large-scale network revenue manage-ment. We solve the model by means of the so-called expected future value (EFV) decomposition via scenario
analysis, estimating the impact of the decisions made at a given stage on the objective function value related
to the future stages. The EFV curves are used to define bid prices on bundles of resources directly, as opposed
to the traditional additive approach. We compare our revenues to those obtained by additive bid prices, such as
the bid prices derived from the deterministic equivalent model (DEM) of the compact representation of the SP
model. Our computational experience shows that the revenues obtained by our approach are better for middle-
range values of the load factor of demand, whereas the differences among all the approaches we have tested are
insignificant for extreme values. Moreover, our approach requires significantly less computation time than does
the optimization of DEM by plain use of optimization engines. Problem instances with 72 pairs of bundle-fare
classes have been solved in less than one minute, with 800 pairs in less than five minutes, and with 4,000 pairs
in less than one hour. The time taken by DEM was, in general, of one order of magnitude higher. Finally, for
the three largest problem instances, and after two hours, the expected revenue returned by DEM was below
that obtained by EFV by 13047%117014%, and 38094%, respectively.
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1. Introduction
Revenue management aims to maximize the revenue
of selling limited quantities of a set of resources by
means of demand management decisions. A resource
in revenue management is usually a perishable prod-
uct or service, such as seats on a single flight leg or
hotel rooms for a given date. It is common in revenue
management that multiple resources are sold in “bun-
dles.” For instance, connecting flight legs are sold on
a single ticket and hotel customers may stay multi-
ple nights. In this case, the lack of availability of any
resource will prevent sales of the bundle, which cre-
ates interdependence among these resources. Conse-
quently, the demand management decisions of these
resources must be coordinated, which is generally
referred to as the network revenue management prob-
lem (Talluri and van Ryzin 2004).
The state-of-the-art approach to this problem is to
use bid-price policies (Talluri and van Ryzin 1998),
in which a bid price is generated for each bundle
and a request to purchase the bundle is accepted if
and only if the associated revenue exceeds the bid
price. Bid-price policies are not optimal, in general,
but they are very popular because they are intuitive
and easy to implement; see Talluri and van Ryzin
(1998, 2004). Bid prices can be generated using either
an “additive” or a “nonadditive” approach (Bertsimas
and Popescu 2003). In the additive approach, a bid
price is generated for each resource, and the bid price
of a bundle is defined as the sum of the bid prices of
all resources used by the bundle. On the other hand,
in the nonadditive approach a bid price is generated
directly for each bundle.
A number of optimization models have been pro-
posed for generating additive bid prices, mainly
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differing in the way uncertainty in demand is
incorporated. The simplest and most popular model is
the so-called deterministic linear programming (DLP)
due to D’Sylva (1982), Glover et al. (1982), and Wong,
Koppelman, and Daskin (1993). The demand for each
bundle, which is stochastic by nature, is replaced by
the mean value. The objective of the optimization
model is to maximize the revenue such that sales
are bounded by the mean demand and the capaci-
ties on the resources are not violated. The bid prices
of the resources are calculated as the dual variables
of the capacity constraints (Glover et al. 1982; Wong,
Koppelman, and Daskin 1993). Talluri and van Ryzin
(1998) showed that DLP is asymptotically optimal as
capacity and demand increase linearly and with the
same rate. The main drawback of DLP is that it con-
siders only the mean demand and ignores all the
uncertainty. As a result, it could suffer when the vari-
ance of demand is high.
A natural extension of DLP is to replace the
mean demand by the demand distribution, which
is called the probabilistic nonlinear programming
(PNLP) model. A linear programming (LP) version of
PNLP was proposed by Wollmer (1992) by using dis-
crete scenarios to represent the demand distribution.
In the same manner as in DLP, the bid prices of the
resources are calculated as the dual variables of the
capacity constraints.
The randomized linear programming (RLP) method
was first proposed by Smith and Penn (1988) and was
then further investigated by Talluri and van Ryzin
(1998). Basically, RLP considers a finite set of demand
scenarios with their corresponding weights and then
solves a different DLP for each scenario. The bid
prices of the resources are calculated as the weighted
average of the dual variables of the capacity con-
straints corresponding to the DLPs using scenario
demand rather than mean demand. Topaloglu (2009a)
has recently showed that RLP is asymptotically opti-
mal under the abovementioned conditions for DLP.
PNLP and RLP consider different scenarios for
the total demand over the whole booking horizon
and ignore the potential intertemporal uncertainty
of demand along the booking horizon. In order to
account for these dynamics, Higle and Sen (2005) con-
verted the PNLP into a two-period stochastic pro-
gramming (SP) simple recourse model, in which the
initial allocation of resources is revised based on
the demand observed in the first period. Numerical
results were provided for small and medium net-
works. Chen and Homem-de-Mello (2010) also stud-
ied a two-period SP model and proposed to handle
the multiperiod problem by solving a sequence of
two-period models.
As far as the authors are aware, Möller, Römisch,
and Weber (2004, 2008) were the first to study a mul-
tiperiod SP model. In Möller, Römisch, and Weber
(2004), their approach was tested on a single-resource
problem instance, whereas a small network with a
hub-and-spoke structure was used in Möller, Römisch,
and Weber (2008). In a further work, Emich, Möller,
and Römisch (2010) proposed the Lagrangian relax-
ation of the capacity constraints. DeMiguel and Mishra
(2008) studied another multiperiod SP model, where
protection levels are not modeled. They focus on
examining different methods for generating the sce-
narios trees, and numerical results are provided for
small and medium sized networks. Recently, Haensel,
Mederer, and Schmidt (2011) have proposed a stochas-
tic mixed integer programming model for the rental
car industry.
Additive bid prices are easy to implement and
popular in practice; see Adelman (2007), Akan and
Ata (2009), Ball and Queyranne (2009), Kunnumkal
and Topaloglu (2010), Topaloglu (2009b). However,
nonadditive bid prices could provide a more accu-
rate reflection of the opportunity cost of bundles.
As argued in Talluri and van Ryzin (1999), the oppor-
tunity cost of a bundle is basically determined by the
most constraining resource used by the bundle, and
therefore additive bid prices could be restrictive com-
pared to nonadditive ones. Bertsimas and Popescu
(2003) propose a framework for generating nonaddi-
tive bid prices. Given a model for network revenue
management, the bid price of a bundle is calculated as
the change on the expected revenue when the capac-
ity on each resource used by the bundle is reduced
by one unit. However this approach can be compu-
tationally expensive because a different optimization
problem needs to be solved for each bundle.
In this study, we propose an SP based method
for generating nonadditive bid prices. Noticing that
the high computational complexity of multiperiod
SP models has prevented their application in large
networks, we use the expected future value (EFV)
decomposition algorithm proposed in Cristóbal,
Escudero, and Monge (2009). Adopting a stochastic
dynamic programming (SDP) approach (Powell 2007;
Ross 1995), the EFV decomposition algorithm first
combines time periods into stages, then divides the SP
problem into intra-stage subproblems that are linked
to each other, and finally solves them iteratively. The
crucial ingredient of the algorithm is the family of so-
called EFV curves, estimating the impact of the deci-
sions to be made at a given stage on the objective
function value related to the future stages. The EFV
curves are used to define nonadditive bid prices on
bundles directly.
We apply the EFV decomposition algorithm to
the two multiperiod SP models proposed in Möller,
Römisch, and Weber (2008) and DeMiguel and
Mishra (2008) to derive nonadditive bid prices. The
deterministic equivalent model (DEM) of the compact
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representation of these two multiperiod SP models
is used to derive additive bid prices. We compare
the EFV revenues with the ones obtained by other
five additive approaches including DLP, RLP, DEM,
and the Perfect Hindsight. The revenue performance
of the nonadditive bid prices from EFV is tested
against the benchmarking ones in a rolling horizon
simulation in three test networks, for a range of val-
ues of the load factor of demand, which indicates
how the resource capacity relates to the demand. For
extreme values of the load factor, all models yield
similar revenues. For middle-range values, our non-
additive bid prices are consistently the best ones. RLP
ranks third and is followed by DEM. Moreover, our
approach requires significantly less computation time
than does the optimization of DEM by plain use of
optimization engines. Problem instances with 72 pairs
of bundle-fare classes have been solved in less than
one minute, with 800 pairs in less than five minutes,
and with 41000 pairs in less than one hour. The time
taken by DEM was, in general, of one order of mag-
nitude higher. Finally, for the three largest problem
instances, and after two hours, the expected revenue
returned by DEM was below that obtained by EFV by
13.47%, 17.14%, and 38.94%, respectively.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the general SP formulation and
reviews the EFV decomposition algorithm. The net-
work revenue management problem and the two mul-
tiperiod SP models are introduced in §3. In §4, we
explain how the EFV decomposition algorithm can
be used to generate nonadditive bid prices. Section 5
is devoted to the computational experience, in which
we examine the solution accuracy, computation time,
and revenue performance of our approach. Finally, we
conclude the paper and discuss future research direc-
tions in §6.
2. The EFV Decomposition Algorithm
In this section, we familiarize the reader with the EFV
decomposition algorithm for solving stochastic pro-
grams proposed in Cristóbal, Escudero, and Monge
(2009). (See, e.g., Birge 1985; Donohue and Birge 2006;
Escudero et al. 2007, 2009, 2010a, b, for some Benders
and Lagrangian decomposition methods; see also
van Slyke and Wets 1969 for the L-shaped decom-
position method as an application of the Benders
method for the particular case of two-stage SP prob-
lems.) Section 2.1 presents the general SP formulation.
Section 2.2 decomposes the time horizon into stages.
The algorithmic framework of the EFV decomposition
algorithm is described in §2.3. The crucial ingredient
of the algorithm, the EFV curves, is explained in detail
in §2.4.
2.1. The General SP Formulation
Consider the following dynamic multilinking con-
straint deterministic program, in which decisions are
taken over a time horizon T with T periods:
maximize
∑
t∈T
ctxt (1)
s.t.
∑
t∈8−11 9
Atxt = b ∀  ∈T1 (2)
xt ∈Xt ∀ t ∈T1 (3)
where xt is the vector of decision variables related
to time period t, ct is the row vector of the objec-
tive function coefficients associated with xt , At is the
coefficient matrix in the constraints related to time
period  for xt , and b is the right-hand-side (rhs)
vector for the constraint related to time period  for
 ∈T. Additional constraints on xt , such as nonnega-
tivity and 0–1 constraints, are modeled in Xt . All vec-
tors and matrices have the appropriate dimensions.
Hereafter, components of xt that have nonzero coef-
ficients in Att+1 will be referred as “linking” variables
because they will affect the decisions in period t+1. In
this formulation decision variables in a given period
will affect the ones in the next period but not fur-
ther periods into the future. As we will see in §4,
this assumption is satisfied by the network revenue
management problem. (Note that this assumption is
only made for the sake of clarity; see, e.g., Cristóbal,
Escudero, and Monge 2009 for the general case.)
Inspired by our revenue management application,
we introduce stochasticity in the objective function
and the rhs vectors by means of a scenario tree, such
as the one illustrated in Figure 1. Each node in the tree
represents a point in time where a decision will be
made. Once a decision is made, some contingencies
arise and information related to these contingencies
will be available before the next point in time. If g
is a leaf node, g represents a scenario defined by the
realization of the whole set of uncertain parameters
given by the root-to-leaf path in the tree. In general,
any node g in the tree defines a subtree rooted at g,
which constitutes a group of scenarios that are iden-
tical up to node g. Accordingly with the nonantici-
pativity principle (stated in Wets 1974; see also Birge
and Louveaux 1997 among many others), scenarios
belonging to the same group at a given time period t
should have the same value for decision variables x
with  ≤ t, for all t ∈T.
In the following we introduce the notation for
describing the elements of the scenario tree:
ì, set of scenarios.
G, set of scenario groups.
t4g5, time period for scenario group g, for g ∈G.
ìg , set of scenarios in group g, such that the
scenarios that belong to the same group are
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t = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
 = {1, …, 7}
Ω = Ω1 = {14, 15, …, 25}
Scenario 14 = path 1, 2, …, 5, 8, 14
t (12) = 6; (12) = 7
S3 = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, …, 24, 25}
Figure 1 An Example of a Scenario Tree
identical in all realizations of the uncertain
parameters up to period t4g5, for g ∈ G. Notice
that ìg ⊆ì. From now on we will without dis-
tinction use nodes in the scenario tree and sce-
nario groups.
wg , likelihood associated with scenario group g, for
g ∈G, such that wg =∑∈ìg w, where w is the
likelihood associated with scenario  ∈ì.
4g5, immediate ancestor node of node g, for g ∈ G.
(The root node has no ancestor.)
Sg , set of nodes in the subtree whose root is node
g, for g ∈G.
In order to present the stochastic version of Model
(1)–(3), let the following notation be used for the deci-
sion variables and the uncertain parameters.
xg , vector of decision variables under scenario group
g, for g ∈G. It replaces the vector xt4g5 in the deter-
ministic model.
Uncertain Parameters:
cg , vector of the objective function coefficients for the
decision variables xg under scenario group g, for
g ∈ G. It replaces the vector ct4g5 in the determin-
istic model.
bg , rhs of the constraints under scenario group g, for
g ∈ G. It replaces the vector bt4g5 in the determin-
istic model.
The DEM of the stochastic program with complete
recourse for maximizing the expected objective func-
tion value over the set of scenarios has the following
so-called compact representation as an alternative to
Model (1)–(3),
maximize
∑
g∈G
wgcgxg (4)
s.t.
∑
∈84g51g9
A
t45
t4g5x
 = bg ∀g ∈G1 (5)
xg ∈Xt4g5 ∀g ∈G0 (6)
2.2. Breaking the Time Horizon into Stages
Our algorithm combines consecutive time periods
into stages, as shown in Figure 2. The following nota-
tion describing the stages will be used throughout the
paper:
E, set of stages in the time horizon.
Ge, set of scenario groups from stage e, for e ∈E.
Ae, set of scenario groups associated with the root
nodes from stage e, for e ∈E. Notice that Ae ⊆Ge.
Ca, set of nodes in the subtree rooted at node a with
nodes in Ge, for a ∈Ae1 e ∈E.
Pa, set of leaf nodes in Ca, for a ∈Ae, for e ∈E.
Once the time horizon has been split into stages,
the DEM can be divided into subproblems, which are
connected by the linking variables. For each e ∈E and
a ∈ Ae, we associate a subproblem with the subtree
defined by node set Ca. In Figure 2, C5 = 85, 8, 9,
141 0 0 0 1179 defines a subtree/subproblem in stage 2
with node 5 as the root node. In this example, there
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t = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
e = 1 e = 2
1 2 3 4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
2 = {5, …, 25}
2 = {5, 6, 7}
5 = {5, 8, 9, 14, … , 17}
1 = {4}
Figure 2 Breaking the Time Horizon Into Stages
are in total four subtrees/subproblems marked by
dashed boxes.
The subproblem defined by node set Ca can be
written as
 a4x¯4a55
2=maximize 1
wa
( ∑
g∈Ca
wgcgxg+ ∑
g∈Pa
g4xg5
)
1 (7)
s.t.
∑
∈84g51g9
A
t45
t4g5x
=bg ∀g∈Ca1 (8)
xg ∈Xt4g5 ∀g∈Ca1 (9)
x4a5= x¯4a51 (10)
where x¯4a5 is the vector of decision variables the sub-
problem receives from its ancestor node 4a5, from
which only the linking components will be actually
used in the subproblem, and g4xg5 represents the
expected future objective function value under the
set of scenarios ìg , for each leaf node g ∈ Pa. The
function g4xg5 is therefore called the expected future
value (EFV) curve of node g; see Figure 3 for an
example where we have dropped the superindex g.
Three straightforward observations need to be made
here. First, this subproblem is only concerned with
the subtree rooted at node a and this explains why the
objective function must be adjusted by 1/wa. Second,
no decisions are taken prior to the root node a = 1,
and therefore any reference to x¯4a5 will be dropped
out from 1, including constraint (10). Third, no EFV
curves are present in the subproblems in the last stage
because the time horizon ends there.
The functions g4 · 5 and  a′4 · 5 functions are closely
related. Consider a leaf node g in stage e, where
g ∈Pa1 a ∈ Ae1 e ∈ E. The descendent subproblems of
node g in stage e + 1 are given by node sets Ca′ ,
∀a′ ∈Sg ∩Ae+1. We can express g4 · 5 as the weighted
sum of the optimal objective function value of these
subproblems:
g4 · 5= ∑
a′∈Sg∩Ae+1
wa
′
 a
′
4 · 50 (11)
2.3. The EFV Decomposition Algorithm
Because the EFV curves are generally difficult to com-
pute, the EFV decomposition algorithm proposes to
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z1 z3z2


z
1(x) = z1 +  z1 x
z
2(x) = z2 +  z2 x
z
3(x) = z3 +  z3 x
x
Figure 3 An Example of an EFV Curve and Its Approximation
approximate them by piecewise linear and concave
functions; see Figure 3 for an example where we have
dropped the superindex g.
The approximation of the EFV curves in a given
stage yields an approximation of the subprob-
lems (7)–(10) in the previous stage. Indeed, let Zg
denote the set of reference levels for xg , where a refer-
ence level is a vector at which the function g4 · 5 is
approximated by a linear function. Let gze+1 and 
gz
e+1
be the parameters defining the linear function associ-
ated with reference level z. We have that subproblem
(7)–(10) can be approximated by
maximize
1
wa
( ∑
g∈Ca
wgcgxg+ ∑
g∈Pa
g
)
(12)
s.t.
∑
∈84g51g9
A
t45
t4g5x
=bg ∀g∈Ca1 (13)
xg ∈Xt4g5 ∀g∈Ca1 (14)
x4a5= x¯4a51 (15)
g ≤gze+1 +gze+1xg ∀g∈Pa1z∈Zg0 (16)
Hereafter, we will refer to constraints (16) as the
EFV curve constraints. For the sake of simplicity, we
will still denote the optimal objective value of this
subproblem by  a4x¯4a55. It is trivial to see that the
value  a4x¯4a55 does not increase when we enlarge the
set Zg .
The algorithm adopts an SDP approach (Powell
2007; Ross 1995), where the approximation of the EFV
curves is refined iteratively using recursion (11). Each
iteration of the EFV decomposition algorithm consists
of a front-to-back scheme followed by a back-to-front
scheme. The front-to-back scheme is aimed at build-
ing a feasible solution x¯ for the problem and checking
whether it improves the incumbent solution x∗. Sub-
problems from stage 1 to stage E are solved, passing
the obtained values of linking variables to the sub-
problems in the next stage. The back-to-front scheme
is aimed at refining the EFV curves around the fea-
sible solution x¯ built in that iteration. Subproblems
from stage E to stage 1 are solved, passing the refine-
ment of the EFV curves to the subproblems in the
previous stage. The algorithm will stop if the relative
change in 1 between two consecutive iterations is
below a tolerance parameter,  > 0, or an upper bound
on the number of iterations, Nmaxiter , is reached. In each
iteration, the sets Zg are enlarged, and therefore the
value 1 is nonincreasing. Therefore, with this stop-
ping criteria, the EFV decomposition algorithm will
eventually stop.
A flowchart of the entire EFV decomposition
algorithm can be found in Figure 4, including the ini-
tialization and both the front-to-back and the back-to-
front schemes in which each iteration is split. In the
next section we discuss in detail the refinement of the
EFV curves, i.e., how to obtain the set of new reference
levels and the parameters defining the linear approxi-
mations associated with the new reference levels.
2.4. Approximating the EFV Curves
In this section we will explain how the approximation
of the EFV curve g4 · 5 in stage e, g ∈ Pa1 a ∈ Ae, is
refined in a back-to-front scheme. We first describe
how we obtain the set of new reference levels, Zgaux, to
be added to Zg . We then derive the parameters gze+1
and gze+1 defining the EFV curve constraints (16) for
each z ∈Zgaux.
Recall that x¯g denotes the values of xg obtained in
the front-to-back scheme. The set Zgaux will contain x¯g
as well as small perturbations of x¯g .
To derive the parameters gze+1 and 
gz
e+1 in (16)
for z ∈ Zgaux, we use an ad hoc sensitivity analysis
of  a′4 · 5, a′ ∈Sg ∩ Ae+1. For each a′ ∈Sg ∩ Ae+1, we
solve  a′4z5. Let a′z be the dual vector of constraint
(15). Because of the concavity of this subproblem,
we have
 a
′
4 · 5≤  a′4z5+a′z4 · − z50
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Set Zg = , for g ∈ Pa, a ∈ Ae, e ∈ E
Set Niter = 1
Let x∗ be the incumbent solution vector
Let x be the front-to-back solution vector
Solve σ1
Set (xg)g∈C1 to its optimal solution vector
e = 2
For each a ∈ Ae:
Solve σa(xρ(a))
Set (xg)g∈Ca to its optimal solution vector
e = |E|?
If
∑
g∈G w
gcgxg >
∑
g∈G w
gcg(x∗)g, then x∗ = x
e = e− 1
For a ∈ Ae, g ∈ Pa:
Set Zgaux = { xg}
Add reference levels around xg to Zg
Set Zg = Zg ∪ Zgaux
For a ∈ Ae, g ∈ Pa, a′ ∈ Sg ∩ Ae+1, z ∈ Zgaux :
Solve σa
′
(z)
Set πa
′z equal to the dual vector of the linking constraints
For a ∈ Ae, g ∈ Pa, z ∈ Zgaux :
μgze+1 :=
∑
a′∈Sg∩Ae+1 w
a′(σa
′
(z)− πa′zz)
πgze+1 :=
∑
a′∈Sg∩Ae+1 w
a′πa
′z
For a ∈ Ae:
Add to σa(·) the constraints
λg ≤ μgze+1 + πgze+1xg ∀g ∈ Pa, z ∈ Zgaux
e = 1?
Solve σ1
Set (xg)g∈C1 to its optimal solution vector
Report solution x∗
e = 2
e = e+ 1
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
Niter = Niter + 1
I
N
I
T
I
A
L
I
Z
A
T
I
O
N
R
O
N
T
T
O
B
A
C
K
B
A
C
K
T
O
F
R
O
N
T
Stopping criteria

F
-
-
-
-
aux
Figure 4 Flowchart of the EFV Decomposition Algorithm
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Using this together with Formula (11), we set

gz
e+1 2=
∑
a′∈Sg∩Ae+1
wa
′
4 a
′
4z5−a′zz5 and

gz
e+1 2=
∑
a′∈Sg∩Ae+1
wa
′
a
′z3
see Cristóbal, Escudero, and Monge (2009) for more
details. (Note that because the nonlinking compo-
nents of xg do not affect the objective function value
of future subproblems, they have zero coefficient in
a
′z and subsequently zero coefficient in gze+1.)
Once all the EFV curves in stage e are refined, we
move to the previous stage, with the aim of refining
the ones in that stage.
3. The Network Revenue
Management Problem
As discussed in the introduction, two multiperiod
SP models have been proposed for network revenue
management in Möller, Römisch, and Weber (2008)
and DeMiguel and Mishra (2008), respectively. In the
following we give the formulations of both models.
The following notation is used to describe the net-
work revenue management problem:
Sets:
L, set of resources (with size L).
I, set of bundles (with size I).
J, set of fare classes (with size J ).
Il, set of bundles using resource l, for l ∈L.
Deterministic Parameters:
fij , fare of bundle-class ij , for i ∈I, j ∈J.
Cl, capacity on resource l, for l ∈L.
Uncertain Parameters:
d
g
ij , demand for bundle-class ij in period t4g5 at
node g, for i ∈I, j ∈J, g ∈G.
Decision Variables:
b
g
ij , number of accepted bookings for bundle-class
ij in period t4g5 at node g, for i ∈I, j ∈J, g ∈G.
B
g
ij , cumulative number of accepted bookings of
bundle-class ij along the path from the root to
node g, for i ∈I, j ∈J, g ∈G.
P
4g5
ij , protection level of bundle-class ij set at node
4g5 for cumulative accepted bookings along
the path from the root to node g, for i ∈I, j ∈J,
g ∈G. (Notice that all the nodes with the same
immediate ancestor share the same protection
level.)
Note that Möller, Römisch, and Weber (2008) model
cancelations, whereas DeMiguel and Mishra (2008) do
not. Because we will be comparing their models, we
have chosen not to incorporate cancelations either.
3.1. The Model with Protection Levels
A stochastic programming model with protection lev-
els and satisfying the nonanticipativity constraints
was proposed in Möller, Römisch, and Weber (2004,
2008). The DEM formulation of the model is the
following:
maximize
∑
g∈G
wg
∑
i∈I
∑
j∈J
fijb
g
ij (17)
s.t. Bgij = B4g5ij + bgij ∀g ∈G1 i ∈I1 j ∈J1 (18)
B
g
ij ≤ P 4g5ij ∀g ∈G1 i ∈I1 j ∈J1 (19)∑
i∈Il
∑
j∈J
P
4g5
ij ≤Cl ∀g ∈GT 1 l ∈L1 (20)
0 ≤ bgij ≤ dgij ∀g ∈G1 i ∈I1 j ∈J1 (21)
where GT is the set of nodes in the last period of
the time horizon, T . The objective function (17) max-
imizes the expected revenue across the time horizon.
Constraints (18) define the booking balance equations
and constraints (19) ensure that the cumulative num-
ber of accepted bookings along the path from the
root to node g cannot exceed the protection level
set at the ancestor node 4g5. The protection levels
across bundles and class fares are then bounded by
the capacity on the resources in constraints (20). Con-
straints (21) reflect that the number of accepted book-
ings should be not greater than the demand. Notice
that the nonanticipativity constraints are satisfied by
construction. We will refer to this model as DEMP .
Note that in DEMP , the only linking variables are
B
g
ij because they determine the remaining capacity on
the resources. It is easy to see that Bgij is only present
in constraints associated with its own period, t4g5,
and the next one, as it happens in many planning
problems.
3.2. The Model Without Protection Levels
A model partially violating the nonanticipativity prin-
ciple was proposed in DeMiguel and Mishra (2008).
The DEM formulation of the model is the following:
maximize
∑
g∈G
wg
∑
i∈I
∑
j∈J
fijb
g
ij (22)
s.t. Bgij = B4g5ij + bgij ∀g ∈G1 i ∈I1 j ∈J1 (23)∑
i∈Il
∑
j∈J
B
g
ij ≤Cl ∀g ∈GT 1 l ∈L1 (24)
0 ≤ bgij ≤ dgij ∀g ∈G1 i ∈I1 j ∈J0 (25)
We will refer to this model as DEMN . Notice that here
constraints (24), imposing that the total number of
accepted bookings over the whole booking horizon
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is restricted by the capacity on the resources, replace
constraints (19) and (20) in DEMP . As a consequence,
DEMN has fewer decision variables and constraints
than DEMP does.
Contrary to DEMP , in which the same protec-
tion level is chosen for all successor nodes, in
DEMN different allocations can be chosen for differ-
ent successors. In other words, DEMN assumes per-
fect information on which realization of demand will
happen in the next period.
4. EFV Based Nonadditive Bid Prices
Bid-price policies (Talluri and van Ryzin 1998) are a
state-of-the-art approach to the network revenue man-
agement problem, in which a price is generated for
each bundle and a request to purchase the bundle is
accepted if and only if the associated revenue exceeds
the bid price. Most of the literature focus on addi-
tive bid prices, in which a bid price is generated for
each resource and the bid price of a bundle is defined
as the sum of the bid prices of all resources used
by the bundle. Despite the benefits of nonadditive
bid prices (Bertsimas and Popescu 2003), the work in
this area is scarce. In this section, we propose to use
the EFV decomposition algorithm introduced in §2
to derive nonadditive bid prices for network revenue
management.
After the EFV decomposition algorithm stops, the
unique subproblem in stage 1, 1, approximates the
network revenue management problem. Recall that
in this subproblem the EFV curves are approximated
by piecewise linear and concave functions, which are
modeled by the EFV curve constraints. We derive
nonadditive bid prices from the dual information of
the EFV curve constraints. This will be done for both
the formulation with and without protection levels.
We first write down the unique subproblem in
stage 1 for both DEMP and DEMN . Throughout the
rest of the paper, we will refer to them as EFVP
and EFVN . Let us first look at the subproblem in
stage 1 for the protection levels formulation. Because
the weight of the root node is equal to 1, this problem
can be written as
maximize
{ ∑
g∈G1
wg
∑
i∈I
∑
j∈J
fijb
g
ij +
∑
g∈P1
g
}
(26)
s.t. Bgij = B4g5ij + bgij ∀g ∈G11 i ∈I1 j ∈J1 (27)
B
g
ij ≤ P 4g5ij ∀g ∈G11 i ∈I1 j ∈J1 (28)∑
i∈Il
∑
j∈J
P
4g5
ij ≤Cl ∀g ∈P11 l ∈L1 (29)
0 ≤ bgij ≤ dgij ∀g ∈G11 i ∈I1 j ∈J1 (30)
g ≤gz2 +
∑
i∈I
∑
j∈J

gz
21 ijB
g
ij1
∀g ∈P11 z ∈Zg0 (31)
Similarly, for the formulation without protection
levels, the subproblem in stage 1 reads as follows
maximize
{ ∑
g∈G1
wg
∑
i∈I
∑
j∈J
fijb
g
ij +
∑
g∈P1
g
}
(32)
s.t. Bgij = B4g5ij + bgij ∀g ∈G11 i ∈I1 j ∈J1 (33)∑
i∈Il
∑
j∈J
B
g
ij ≤Cl ∀g ∈P11 l ∈L1 (34)
0 ≤ bgij ≤ dgij ∀g ∈G11 i ∈I1 j ∈J1 (35)
g ≤gz2 +
∑
i∈I
∑
j∈J

gz
21 ijB
g
ij1
∀g ∈P11 z ∈Zg0 (36)
Recall that (31) and (36) are the so-called EFV curve
constraints for the formulation with protection levels
and without them, respectively.
Before the bid prices are defined, there are two use-
ful observations to be made for either formulation.
For a given EFV curve constraint, the coefficient gz21 ij
of decision variable Bgij can be seen as an estimation
of the future effect in revenue of a unit increase of
the cumulated bookings Bgij . Let â
gz ≥ 0 be the dual
variable of the EFV curve constraint of g ∈P1, z ∈Zg .
Using duality theory, we know that
∑
z∈Zg â gz = 1,
whereas â gz will be equal to 0 when the EFV curve
constraint is not binding. Therefore, for a given g, â gz
can be seen as a measure of the importance of the
binding EFV curve constraints.
In both formulations, once the corresponding
stage 1 subproblem is solved, the bid price for bundle
i is defined as
max
{ ∑
g∈P1
∑
z∈Zg
â gz
gz
21 ij 2 j ∈J
}
1 (37)
where we combine the slopes gz21 ij given by all the
EFV curve constraints of leaf nodes in stage 1, using
the dual variables â gz. Clearly, the bid prices in (37)
are calculated directly for each bundle and thus are
not additive, in general.
In the following, we investigate the relationship
between our bid prices and the slopes of the piecewise
linear and concave approximation of the EFV curves
of the leaf nodes in stage 1. From the definition of

gz
21 ij given in §2.4, 
gz
21 ij 2=
∑
a∈Sg∩Ae+1 w
aazij , the term
being maximized in (37) can be rewritten as∑
g∈P1
∑
z∈Zg
â gz
gz
21 ij =
∑
g∈P1
∑
z∈Zg
â gz
∑
a∈Sg∩Ae+1
waazij
= ∑
g∈P1
∑
a∈Sg∩Ae+1
wa
∑
z∈Zg
â gzazij
= ∑
g∈P1
∑
a∈Sg∩Ae+1
∑
z∈Zg
waâ gzazij 1
which is a weighted average of the slopes azij because∑
g∈P1
∑
a∈Sg∩Ae+1
∑
z∈Zg wa â gz = 1.
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5. Computational Experience
5.1. Overview
Our computational experience consists of two parts.
The first part focuses on the performance of EFV as
a decomposition algorithm, which includes testing its
solution accuracy and computation time compared to
DEM. The second part focuses on the revenue per-
formance of the nonadditive bid prices generated by
EFV, which consists of running a rolling horizon sim-
ulation (DeMiguel and Mishra 2008; Talluri and van
Ryzin 1999) and comparing the revenues generated by
EFV with state-of-the-art additive approaches, includ-
ing additive bid prices derived from DEM.
There are two sets of parameters associated with
the EFV decomposition algorithm, relating to the
stopping criteria and the generation of reference lev-
els in each iteration. Recall that the EFV decomposi-
tion algorithm will stop if the relative change in 1
between two consecutive iterations is below a toler-
ance parameter  > 0 or an upper bound on the num-
ber of iterations, Nmaxiter , is reached. Throughout our
numerical experiments, we set  = 00001 and Nmaxiter =
15. As the results in §5.3 will show, the limit in the
number of iterations is not binding. In the back-to-
front scheme, new reference levels are generated by
perturbing the solution vector from the front-to-back
scheme with k, where  is the unit vector. (Note that
if a component of the new vector becomes negative,
that component is not perturbed.) In our computa-
tional experiments we have chosen k= −21−1111213.
We use the optimization engine CPLEX v11.0 (IBM
ILOG 2007) for solving the LP problems arising. Our
experiments were conducted on a PC with a 2.33 GHz
Intel Xeon dual core processor, 8.5 GB of RAM, and
operating system LINUX Debian 4.0.
The remainder of the section is organized as fol-
lows. We will describe the test networks and the
demand model in §5.2. The results on solution accu-
racy and computation time will be given in §5.3.
Finally, we present the results on revenue perfor-
mance in §5.4.
5.2. The Test Networks and Demand Model
In this numerical study, we consider a small network,
a medium, and a large one. Next, we will introduce
first the dimensions and then the structure of our test
networks. Finally, we will discuss the fares and the
demand model.
Recall that the dimensions of a network are given
by its number of bundles I , number of fare classes J ,
and number of resources L. We also include here the
capacity on the resources Cl. The dimensions of our
test networks can be found as follows:
Small network. I = 18, J = 4, L = 10, Cl = 200
∀ l ∈L.
Medium network. I = 200, J = 4, L = 100, Cl =
200 ∀ l ∈L.
Large network. I = 11000, J = 4, L = 500, Cl =
200 ∀ l ∈L.
In terms of network structure, we follow the
standard practice in the literature to use randomly
generated networks with a hub-and-spoke struc-
ture (Bertsimas and Popescu 2003; DeMiguel and
Mishra 2008; Talluri and van Ryzin 1999), resem-
bling networks seen in hub-based airlines. Among the
resources, the first half are spoke-to-hub flight legs
and the second half are hub-to-spoke flight legs. The
bundles are generated as follows. In the Small net-
work, the first 10 bundles each use one of the 10
legs, and the remaining 8 each use two random legs,
spoke1-to-hub and hub-to-spoke2. In the Medium
network, the first 100 bundles each use one of the 100
legs; the next 75 each use two random legs spoke1-to-
hub and hub-to-spoke2; and finally the last 25 each
use four random legs spoke1-to-hub, hub-to-spoke2,
spoke2-to-hub, and hub-to-spoke1. Similarly, in the
Large network, the first 500 bundles each use one of
the 500 legs, the next 375 each use two random legs,
and finally the last 125 each use four random legs.
We now present the way the fares and the de-
mands have been generated. The class 1 fare of a
single-resource bundle is generated from a normal
distribution with mean 100 and standard deviation
40, truncated within the interval 62011807. The class 1
fare of a multi-resource bundle is the summation of
the class 1 fares of the single-resource bundles asso-
ciated with its resources. For all bundles, the fare of
class 2 is 104 times that of class 1, the fare of class 3 is
4 times, and the fare of class 4 is 404 times. As usual in
the literature, demands are generated using a Poisson
distribution. (We have also used a truncated normal
distribution for the demands, as in DeMiguel and
Mishra 2008, and the results obtained are very simi-
lar.) The demand for bundle-class ij in period t is gen-
erated from a Poisson distribution with mean ijt 2=
ijt, where  = 44
∑
l∈LCl5/4I × J × T 55. Because
4
∑
l∈LCl5/4I × J × T 5 is a constant, the higher , the
higher the demand. Therefore, we refer to  as the
“load factor of demand.” With respect to ijt , we have
chosen them higher for single-resource bundles than
for multi-resource ones. These parameters are also
dynamic with respect to the time-to-service. For j =
1121ijt decreases when getting closer to the depar-
ture, eventually becoming zero. For j = 314, this pat-
tern is reversed.
5.3. Results on Solution Accuracy and
Computation Time
In this section, we will compare the EFV and the
DEM approaches in terms of solution accuracy and
computation time. We have generated six problem
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Table 1 DEM Dimensions of Problem Instances on the Three Test Networks
DEMP DEMN
ID Tree T G ì n m nel dens n m nel dens
Small
1 222222 6 64 32 111376 91392 241272 0002272 91072 41856 151200 0003450
2 323232 6 365 243 611200 541846 1431129 0000426 521416 281638 901713 0000604
3 232222 7 128 64 221896 181928 481904 0001128 181288 91784 301616 0001711
4 333232 7 11094 729 1831672 11641682 4291748 0000142 1571392 851986 2721356 0000201
5 22222222 8 256 128 451936 381000 981168 0000562 361720 191640 611448 0000852
6 32323232 8 31281 21187 5511088 4941190 112891603 0000047 4721320 2581030 8171283 0000067
Medium
7 222222 6 64 32 1261400 1041000 2701400 0000206 1001800 531600 1691600 0000314
8 323232 6 365 243 6801000 6061700 115951725 0000039 5821400 3151500 110131325 0000055
9 232222 7 128 64 2541400 2091600 5441800 0000102 2031200 1081000 3411600 0000156
10 333232 7 11094 729 210401800 118211700 417911175 0000013 117481800 9471300 310421375 0000018
11 22222222 8 256 128 5101400 4201800 110931600 0000051 4081000 2161800 6851600 0000078
12 32323232 8 31281 21187 611231200 514661700 1413771525 0000004 512481000 218421700 911291525 0000006
Large
13 222222 6 64 32 6321000 5201000 113521000 0000041 5041000 2681000 8481000 0000063
14 323232 6 365 243 314001000 310331500 719781625 0000008 219121000 115771500 510661625 0000011
15 232222 7 128 64 112721000 110481000 217241000 0000020 110161000 5401000 117081000 0000031
16 333232 7 11094 729 1012041000 911081500 2319551875 0000003 817441000 417361500 1512111875 0000004
17 22222222 8 256 128 215521000 211041000 514681000 0000010 210401000 110841000 314281000 0000016
18 32323232 8 31281 21187 3016161000 2713331500 7118871625 0000001 2612401000 1412131500 4516471625 0000001
instances for each test network with a load factor of
demand = 2. The scenario tree is generated through
random period-by-period demand sampling based on
our demand model.
Table 1 describes the scenario tree and gives the
dimensions of both DEM formulations for each prob-
lem instance. The first column of the table assigns
an identifier to each problem instance. The follow-
ing four columns focus on the scenario tree, report-
ing the predefined structure Tree, the number of peri-
ods T , the number of scenarios ì, and the number
of nodes G. Column Tree displays the structure of
the tree in the form AB11 A
B2
2 · · · , where Ai denotes the
number of children each node in stage i has and Bi
denotes the number of periods in stage i. For instance,
the structure 32323232 means the tree has four stages,
two periods in each stage, and each node has three
children. The rest of the columns show the dimen-
sions of DEMP and DEMN , including the number of
decision variables n, number of constraints m, number
of nonzero elements in the constraint matrix nel, and
constraint matrix density dens 2= 4nel/4n×m55 (in %).
Table 2 shows the objective value and computa-
tion time of each of the four approaches, DEMP ,
DEMN , EFVP , and EFVN , as well as information on
the EFV decomposition algorithm. The headings are
as follows. For each of the four formulations, objval
denotes the objective value, and tLP the elapsed time
(in seconds) to solve the problem (where a maxi-
mum of 71200 seconds has been imposed). For the
EFV decomposition algorithm, we have the following
notation: Niter is the number of iterations; Nz is the
total number of reference levels generated; NLP is the
total number of LP subproblems solved; and error =
4objvalDEM − objvalEFV5/objvalDEM, where objvalDEM and
objvalEFV are the objective values of the DEM and the
EFV formulations, respectively, is the relative error of
the solution found by the EFV decomposition algo-
rithm (in %). Note that because we have imposed a
limit on the elapsed time, this error may be nega-
tive, indicating that the EFV decomposition algorithm
obtains a better solution than DEM within the time
limit. For each test network, the last row shows aver-
age figures across all problem instances. All figures
in Table 2 have been rounded to the closest integer,
except for the error figures.
The problem instances generated in this paper are
challenging because of their large scale, especially in
the protection levels formulation for the Medium and
the Large networks. In the largest problem instance in
the Medium network, problem instance 12, DEMP con-
tains roughly 6012 million decision variables and 5047
million constraints, whereas DEMN contains roughly
5025 million decision variables and 2084 million con-
straints. In the largest problem instance in the Large
network, problem instance 18, DEMP contains roughly
30062 million decision variables and 27033 million con-
straints, and DEMN contains roughly 26024 million
decision variables and 14021 million constraints.
Nevertheless, our algorithm can handle these sizes
appropriately because of its decomposition nature.
In order to illustrate this, and for each test network,
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we first discuss the worst case scenario for the com-
putation time and then its average case. For the sake
of simplicity, we discuss the protection levels formu-
lation, but similar conclusions can be drawn for the
formulation without protection levels. Note that for
each test network the worst case scenario in terms of
computation time coincides with the largest problem
instance. Obviously, in the Small network the differ-
ences between DEMP and EFVP are mild. The com-
putation time of EFVP in the largest problem instance
is 55 seconds, whereas that of DEMP is 362 seconds.
In terms of average time, EFVP takes 15 seconds, and
DEMP 69 seconds. The advantage of the EFV decom-
position algorithm is more notorious in the Medium
and the Large networks. In the Medium network,
the computation time of EFVP in the largest prob-
lem instance is 257 seconds, whereas DEMP reaches
the time limit of 71200 seconds. In terms of average
time, EFVP takes 77 seconds, and DEMP 11623 sec-
onds. In the Large network, the computation time
of EFVP in the largest problem instance is 31294 sec-
onds, whereas DEMP again reaches the time limit of
71200 seconds. In terms of average time, EFVP takes
999 seconds, and DEMP 31379 seconds, where there
are two problem instances out of six reaching the time
limit. Finally, the computation time of DEM is fre-
quently of one order of magnitude higher than that
of EFV.
Compared with DEM, the EFV decomposition algo-
rithm trades solution accuracy for computation time.
From Table 2, we have that the average error of EFVP
and EFVN in the Small network is 0095% and 1017%,
respectively. In the Medium network, the correspond-
ing figures are −1039% and 0078%, where there is
one problem instance in which the solution found
by DEMP after 71200 seconds is worse than the one
found by EFVP , error = −13047%. Finally, the aver-
age error of EFVP and EFVN in the Large network
is −8071% and −3023%, respectively. For this test net-
work, and for both formulations, there were two
problem instances for which EFV found a better solu-
tion than DEM within the time limit. For the formula-
tion with protection levels, error = −17014%1−38094%,
whereas for the one without protection levels, error =
−4066%1−18004%. Given the scale of the problem
instances, these results suggest that the EFV decom-
position algorithm generally achieves good solution
accuracy.
5.4. Results on Revenue Performance
In this section, we present results on the revenue per-
formance of our nonadditive bid prices and compare
them with the revenues generated by state-of-the-
art additive approaches. In total, we present rev-
enue results on seven methods. We test nonadditive
bid prices derived from both EFVP and EFVN . As
benchmarking, we use the revenues generated by the
additive bid prices derived from DEMP and DEMN
using the dual variables of the resource constraints.
We also test additive bid prices derived from the pop-
ular single-period models; DLP (Wong, Koppelman,
and Daskin 1993), RLP (Talluri and van Ryzin 1998),
and the perfect hindsight (PH) model are tested as
well. PH consists of solving a DLP using the actual
demand instead of mean demand and its optimal
value is used as an upper bound of the achievable rev-
enue; see Talluri and van Ryzin (1998) and DeMiguel
and Mishra (2008).
As usual in the literature, we use a rolling hori-
zon simulation to test the revenues of the different
approaches; see, e.g., DeMiguel and Mishra (2008)
and Talluri and van Ryzin (1999). Next, we describe
the details of the simulation. We end the section with
the discussion on the reported revenues.
5.4.1. Rolling Horizon Simulation. The input
data to the simulation is the length of the simulation
horizon, denoted by T s , and the sequence of book-
ing requests. These booking requests are put into a
simulated sales process controlled by a bid-price pol-
icy. The simulation is carried out on a rolling-horizon
basis. At the beginning of period ts ∈ 811 0 0 0 1 T s9, bid
prices are calculated using the corresponding model,
which is then used to decide which booking requests
to accept in period ts . At the end of period ts ,
the remaining capacity is updated. This process is
repeated for ts = 11 0 0 0 1 T s .
In our experiments, we have set T s = 6. The book-
ing requests are generated as follows. Using our
demand model, we generate the vector of (actual)
demands over the simulation horizon. For each
period, the total number of booking requests for each
bundle-class combination is equal to the correspond-
ing actual demand, and the bookings for different
bundle-class combinations arrive in random order.
In terms of the input data used by each model, in
simulation period ts , PH uses the actual demand in
period ts , whereas DLP uses the (theoretical) mean
demand sijt . For the rest of tested models, demand
scenarios are needed. At the beginning of each simu-
lation period ts , a scenario tree is generated, with time
horizon equal to the remaining simulation horizon,
i.e., T = T s + 1 − ts , and two children per node. The
demands in the scenario tree are generated through
random period-by-period demand sampling based on
our demand model. To ensure a fair comparison,
DEMP , DEMN , EFVP , and DEMN use the same sce-
nario tree, whereas RLP uses the demand scenarios
defined by the scenario tree.
5.4.2. Revenue Performance. As discussed in §5.2,
the demand model has one parameter: the load fac-
tor . Extreme values of demand load will yield very
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Figure 5 The Relative Revenues of the Seven Methods in the Small Network
similar revenues for all models. If demand is too low,
all methods will simply accept all demand requests,
whereas if demand is too high, all methods will accept
demand requests for the very profitable bundles only.
To cover an interesting range of load factors, we have
chosen  ∈ 800610081 0 0 0 13009.
For each value of , we perform 100 simulation
runs, each run with a different random realization of
the demand. For each method, we calculate the total
revenue across the 100 runs and report its relative
total revenue against that of DLP. Figures 5–7 plot
the relative revenues against  for each test network.
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Figure 6 The Relative Revenues of the Seven Methods in the Medium Network
To help with the discussion on revenue performance,
Table 3 shows the average relative revenue across the
entire range of , denoted by AvgRev, for each test
network.
Throughout the three plots, the following two
observations hold. First, the curve of PH is much
higher than the rest, confirming that PH gives a very
loose upper bound of the achievable revenue. Second,
the relative revenues of all methods, except for DLP,
are above one for all values of  in the Medium and
the Large networks. Thus in these two test networks,
DLP is outperformed by the other six methods. For
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Figure 7 The Relative Revenues of the Seven Methods in the Large Network
the Small network, this is true for 11 values of  out
of the 13 we have chosen. For  = 208, both DEMP
and DEMN have a relative revenue slightly below one,
whereas for  = 300, only DEMN is slightly below
DLP. Therefore, PH and DLP will not be included in
our discussion below. The conclusions on relative per-
formance of the remaining five methods are similar
in the three test networks.
In terms of AvgRev, EFVP is consistently the best
method, closely followed by EFVN . RLP ranks third,
with a clear lower AvgRev in both the Medium and
the Large networks. In the Medium network the
respective AvgRev of EFVP and RLP are 100774 and
100525, and in the Large network these figures are
100821 and 100553. RLP is closely followed by DEMP
and DEMN, both having a very similar performance
in the Small and the Medium networks. In the Small
network the respective AvgRev of DEMP and DEMN
are 100381 and 100363, and in the Medium network
these figures are 100483 and 100452.
As said above, the five models yield similar rev-
enues for extreme values of the demand load. From
Figures 5–7, we can observe that the methods are very
similar when either  ≤ 008 or  ≥ 208. If we exclude
Table 3 Average Relative Revenues of the Seven Methods Across
Full Range of 
Network PH DLP RLP DEMP DEMN EFVP EFVN
Small 100846 100000 100472 100381 100363 100527 100477
Medium 101259 100000 100525 100483 100452 100774 100706
Large 101300 100000 100553 100514 100468 100821 100750
these four values and recalculate the average relative
revenue, AvgRevm, the dominance of EFVP and EFVN
over the other three methods is even more significant
for the Medium and the Large networks; see Table 4.
In the Medium network, the respective AvgRevm of
EFVP and RLP are 101013 and 100667. Thus, EFVP
yields an increase of 000346 over RLP in terms of
AvgRevm, whereas this increase is equal to 000249
when considering the full range of . In the Large
network, EFVP yields an increase in AvgRevm over
RLP of 000384, whereas this increase is equal to 000268
when considering extreme values of the demand load.
For the Medium and the Large networks, the out-
performance of EFV over RLP and DEM observed
for the average relative revenue also holds for each
value of  ∈ 810011021 0 0 0 12069. For instance, in the
Medium network and for = 108, the respective rela-
tive revenue of EFVP and EFVN is 100683 and 100562,
while that of RLP, DEMP , and DEMN is 100284, 100207,
and 100214. In the Large network, the respective rela-
tive revenue of EFVP and EFVN is 100855 and 100748,
whereas that of RLP, DEMP , and DEMN is 100410,
100317, and 100327. Similar conclusions can be given
for other nonextreme values of .
Table 4 Average Relative Revenues of the Seven Methods Across
Middle Range of 
Network PH DLP RLP DEMP DEMN EFVP EFVN
Small 101033 100000 100596 100501 100480 100669 100605
Medium 101553 100000 100667 100617 100576 101013 100918
Large 101631 100000 100714 100669 100607 101098 100996
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6. Conclusions
The computation of bid prices for network revenue
management along a time horizon has been con-
sidered in this paper. The uncertainty in demand
is modeled by means of scenarios yielding an SP
formulation. We proposed to solve two existing SP
models from the literature using the EFV decompo-
sition algorithm, which brings two main advantages.
First, the EFV decomposition algorithm requires sig-
nificantly less computation time than does the opti-
mization of DEM by plain use of optimization engines.
Problem instances with 72 pairs of bundle-fare classes
have been solved in less than one minute, with 800
pairs in less than five minutes, and with 41000 pairs
in less than one hour. The time taken by DEM was,
in general, of one order of magnitude higher, whereas
for the three largest problem instances, and after two
hours, the expected revenue returned by DEM was
below that obtained by EFV by 13047%117014%, and
38094%, respectively. Such difference in computation
time makes EFV more useful than DEM in prac-
tice because bid prices usually need to be updated
on a daily basis in real world revenue management
systems, if not more frequently. Second, contrary to
the traditional additive bid prices, the EFV approach
is able to define nonadditive bid prices on bundles
directly. Numerical results based on a rolling horizon
simulation in three test networks show that in general,
the nonadditive EFV bid prices give better revenues
for middle-range values of the load factor of demand,
whereas the differences among all the approaches we
have tested are insignificant for extreme values.
Several future research directions are worth con-
sidering. First, it will be interesting to investigate
the effect of the network structure on the revenue
of nonadditive and additive bid prices and different
methods for generating them. If we can understand
exactly how network structure affects the relative per-
formance of different methods, then in practice we
will be able to choose the method that fits the network
structure the best. Second, a parallel implementation
of the EFV decomposition approach, in which the sub-
problems in each stage are solved in parallel, would
allow handling larger sets of reference levels, ensur-
ing even better objective values. Third, in addition to
the EFV decomposition algorithm, scenario reduction
techniques can be used to decrease the size of the
problem instances being fed to the algorithm. Finally,
it will be interesting to investigate the added value of
nonadditive prices in more elaborated demand mod-
els where the customer is offered a set of products to
choose from instead of a single one.
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